
Acronym list additions: 
 
AR1: First order auto-regression 
HadRT:     Hadley Centre Radiosonde Temperature Data Set 
HadAT2: Hadley Centre Atmospheric Temperature Data Set Version 2 
gpm: geopotential meters. 
 
Problems with Figures; 
 
Fig 3.9 has the wrong label on bottom panel (it was correct on what we sent).  °C per 

decade not per century 
Fig 3.15 has a grid showing through too prominently. 
Fig 3.17:  Need to change label in panel B   T2-U.Md to T2-VG2 and change caption 
Fig 3.21.  There are 2 errors in the figure (changed over what we sent). The units are wrong 

in top panel label underneath, and label on lower panel top right is wrong add °C 
Fig 3.23: Please fix lettering in several places, it was fine on what we sent. 
Fig 3.34: possibly add units under color key 
Fig 3.39: Top Figure lost its frame (was OK in what we sent) 
FAQ 3.3, Figure 1: possibly add units under color bars.  (Big hassle not worth it). 
 
Many figures have been redone: many have far too much white space around them, and 

many also are poorly and unacceptably set.  Please see the original figure file for 
layouts.  The mockup of our chapter was also provided with alternatives.  In several 
cases the panels of a figure were not combined to allow type setting flexibility as to 
whether the panels were side by side or one above the other.  All are designed for 
column or page width but need to be full column width to be visible.  Making them 
smaller makes them unreadable.   In one case of 3 panels, the options are 2 and 1 or 3 
one above the other.   

3.25 
3.26 reset  
3.27 reset 
3.28 
3:30 reset 
3:32 reset 
Box 3.6 Figure 1 
Box 3.6 Figure 2: reset 
FAQ 3.1 Figure 1.  Update top panel with new figure for 2006 values, resize, we prefer our version 
and colors with key and labels included on figure and not underneath (allows it to be bigger).  The 
key for the smoothed series is not correct: should be darker.  Figure should be full page width.  Fix 
caption to match figure colors whatever they are. 
 
 
 


